CallTower’s Microsoft Teams
Direct Routing

A Complete Communication Solution
Voice enabling Microsoft Teams with
Enterprise Grade Direct Routing

ABOUT SEIBELS SERVICES GROUP:
Seibels Services Group works hard to provide best in class insurance services and leading technology to the Property and Casualty Industry. Seibels offers the Property & Casualty
insurance industry a full suite of business process services designed to help clients adapt
quickly to market changes, maximize opportunities, and improve efficiencies at a managed
cost. By working smarter, carriers can grow their books of business, expand their geographic footprint, and find ways to reduce their overall expenditures.

THE CHALLENGE
Organizations with complex systems need flexible solutions in order to keep functioning
properly. When Seibels Services Group decided to make the transition to Microsoft
Teams, they knew they needed a solution whose flexibility could match the complexity of
their many separate phone systems. Originally, they worked with their existing solution
provider, RingCentral, to see what they could offer to make the transition smooth. When
renegotiating talks broke down, Seibels realized that instead of keeping Microsoft Teams
and their telephony systems separate, they should have their telephony system through
Microsoft Teams instead and combine two systems into one.
With this new goal in mind, they reached out to their telecom consultants at CDW. As a
tech-friendly IT organization, Seibels was mindful that there were several options when it
came to Teams-based telephony and all of them have their benefits and drawbacks. CDW
went to work to hunt down the Microsoft Teams telephony system that best suited Seibels
and would deliver the best ROI.

CDW presented several options to Seibels, including major providers like 8x8, but ultimately decided that CallTower’s Direct Routing Calling Plans for Microsoft Teams was
exactly what they needed.
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THE SOLUTION
What fueled this decision to select CallTower’s offering? An enticing price point was a
great start, but the final deciding factor was CallTower’s overwhelmingly positive online
reviews. After reading through several online review sites, like Best Company, the procurement officer at Seibels reached out to several of CallTower’s customers about their
Teams Direct Routing experiences. When it was apparent that CallTower had matched up
to their hyped online status, Seibels made the call to go with CallTower for their Microsoft
Teams telephony system.
CallTower went to work designing a custom solution for Seibels, keeping their existing
multiple phone systems in mind and always considering the implementation process as
a critical step in ensuring strong first impression on system user experience (UX).

The implementation step was a very smooth transition, and CallTower was
right there every step of the way. I can’t imagine a way things could have
gone better, and our users are loving the call integration with Microsoft
Teams.

- Seibel’s Matthew VanHouten.

Microsoft Teams is a fantastic tool for collaboration-centric IT organizations like Seibel
Services Group, so any opportunity to increase productivity and ease of use is ROI gold.
Adoption with the new system, including Microsoft Teams and new Yealink hardware, is
ongoing but very strong. IT organizations like Seibels are ahead of the curve with early
adoption, so when occasional speed bumps like a manual firmware update for a small
number of phones arise, they are more than ready to take on the task.
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Voice solution with Teams is the natural evolution of Microsoft’s unified communication solutions, and we’re thrilled to be able to provide it to our customers. We
also stand behind our incredible Direct Routing system and how it enhances
Teams’ functionality and network reliability. CallTower is one of the few global
organizations that can leverage our voice optimized network with Microsoft Teams
to enhance the end user experience. - CallTower’s CRO William Rubio

THE RESULTS
With the early adoption mentality of Seibels’ workforce, adoption was smooth, and the
advantages of Microsoft Teams were seized upon quickly.
Users can make external or internal calls directly from a Teams meeting, which can
save precious time when trying to collaborate effectively.
Office 365 documents are also more readily available among shared groups.
With the combined ROI of these collaboration initiatives and the lower price point of
CallTower’s Direct Routing Calling Plan, Siebels has a more robust system for less
money.
CallTower delivered a solution to meet their needs.
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